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(54) SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCES AND CONTROLLERS 
THEREFOR

(57) Systems and methods of multi-participant inter-
active experiences are disclosed. Participants located lo-
cation can interact with one another and share gaming,
educational and other experiences. The system includes
a coordination node to coordinate experiences between
participants and one or more of interactive nodes. At each
interactive node there is a main display that shows shared
information to each of the participants and to other view-
ers. Each of the participants also uses a personal con-
troller such as a smart phone which has a personal dis-
play. Information that is specific to the participant can be
displayed on the personal controller.
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Description

Field

[0001] The described embodiments relate to systems
for coordinating and synchronizing interactive experienc-
es shared between participants located at one or more
locations. Some of the described embodiments relate to
user interfaces for interactive experiences.

Background

[0002] Gaming, educational and other shared experi-
ences are increasingly delivered to people through net-
worked computer systems. Some existing systems allow
participants in shared experiences to simultaneously ob-
serve common information and other graphical elements
at different locations simultaneously. Other systems al-
low the delivery of survey questions and other simple
interactive elements in a shared experience. However,
these elements are typically delivered to all participants
identically. In some systems, participants may be able to
make simple inputs to the system based on the common
display shown to all participants. The individual inputs
from different participants are processed by the system
and some rudimentary confirmation or response to the
individual inputs may be provided, typically on the shared
common display. However, these systems do not provide
a customized experience for individual participants incor-
porating personalized displays and information for differ-
ent participants. Furthermore, these systems typically al-
low only a small number of participants to use the system
at a location, typically in the range of 10 or fewer partic-
ipants.
[0003] Accordingly, there is a need for systems and
methods that allow an interactive experience to be
shared among participants located in one or more places,
while allowing the participants to participate in a person-
alized or customized manner. For example, there is a
need for gaming systems that allow players to access a
customized display of personal or private information or
use personal input devices to participate in the otherwise
shared experience. In addition, there is a need for sys-
tems and methods that provide a customized or individ-
ualized experience for the participants as they participate
in the interactive experience.

Summary

[0004] In a first aspect, some embodiments according
to the invention provide a system with a plurality of nodes.
The system includes a coordination node and a plurality
of interactive nodes. Each interactive node is at a venue,
which may be a public venue, a private venue or an in-
dividual venue. At each node, participants in interactive
experiences provided by the system are able to view a
main or shared display and a personal or private display.
The main display at each interactive node contains infor-

mation that is shared between some or all of the partic-
ipants at the various interactive nodes. Each participant’s
personal display includes information that is specific to
the participant and may also include other information,
including information that is also displayed on a main
display or on other participant’s personal displays.
[0005] Some of the interactive nodes may include a
local controller that communicates with the coordination
node and one or more participant devices that commu-
nicate with the local controller. The local controller con-
trols the main display at each such node. The local con-
troller provides an interface between the participant de-
vices and the coordination node.
[0006] Some interactive nodes may include special
purpose local controller that is intended primarily or solely
for use within the system. For example, an interactive
node at a public venue or location may include a purpose
built local controller designed to communicate with a plu-
rality of differing participant devices that include a screen
on which the personal display may be shown. The par-
ticipant devices may communicate with the local control-
ler using a proprietary or non-proprietary protocol, or
both.
[0007] Other interactive nodes may use a multi-pur-
pose local controller, such as a gaming console, televi-
sion adapter, television or satellite set-top-box, computer
or any other processing device. Such a local controller
may communicate with participant devices including dif-
fering participant devices and potentially including pur-
pose built participant devices that communicate with the
local controller using a proprietary or nonproprietary pro-
tocol or both.
[0008] Some interactive nodes are individual nodes in
which a participant uses a single personal device that
acts as both a local controller and as a participant device.
A main display and a personal display are shown to the
participant. In various embodiments, the main display
and the personal display may be shown simultaneously
or alternatively.
[0009] In some embodiments, some or all of the local
controllers may be virtual local controllers that are instan-
tiated at an interactive node or at a different location that
is accessible to participant devices at the interactive node
through a communication network. For example, the vir-
tual local controller an interactive node may be an in-
stance of a software object, computer program or a com-
puter program product that is installed and operated on
a computing device that is accessible to participant de-
vices at the interactive node. The virtual local controller
may operate on a computing device that is at a location
remote from the venue of the interactive node, but which
is accessible to participant devices at the interactive node
through a network. In some embodiments, the virtual lo-
cal controller may operate on a computing device at the
location of the central coordination node. In some em-
bodiments, the virtual local controller may operate on the
same computer device or computing system and the cen-
tral coordination node of the system. In some embodi-
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ments, the virtual local controller may effectively be inte-
grated with the coordination node such that there is no
independent local controller, but rather a coordination
node that communicates with a plurality of participant
devices and also coordinates and synchronizes an inter-
active experience shared by participants using the par-
ticipant devices.
[0010] Any particular embodiment may include one or
more interactive nodes. The various interactive nodes
may have the same configuration or may have different
configurations.
[0011] The participants participate in a shared interac-
tive experience that is coordinated for the participants by
the system. The participant devices, local controllers and
coordination node communicate through the exchange
of messages. The messages include program update
messages that provide information relating to participant
inputs and updates describing changes in the state of
the interactive experience. The messages synchronize
the interactive experience allowing the actions of one par-
ticipant to affect the experience of other participants.
[0012] In some embodiments, the actions of a partici-
pant may not affect the experience directly, but may be
taken into account by the system in delivering a person-
alized experience to each participant.
[0013] In another aspect, there are provided one or
more configurable controller that may be used for inter-
active experiences. Each controller includes one or more
controller interfaces that may be suitable for use with a
variety of participant devices. Each controller interface
may be adapted for use with the particular input devices,
sensors and other features and characteristics of a par-
ticular type of device. The controller also includes one or
more configuration files that may be used to configure a
controller interface to operate in a particular manner,
which may be suitable for use with one or more interactive
experiences. Some configuration files may include a plu-
rality of configurations that may be used during different
parts of an interactive experience. Some controllers may
be configured to allow a participant to personalize or cus-
tomize a controller interface for the participant’s use dur-
ing an interactive experience.
[0014] In some embodiments, multiple controllers may
be operable on a participant device simultaneously and
a participant may be provided with inputs to select be-
tween controllers.
These and other aspects are further identified and de-
scribed below.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0015] Various embodiments of the present invention
will now be described with reference to the drawings, in
which:

Figure 1 illustrates a first multiple location interaction
system;
Figure 2 illustrates a public multi-participant interac-

tive node;
Figure 3 illustrates a private multi-participant inter-
active node;
Figure 4 illustrates an individual interactive node;
Figure 5 illustrates a primary display;
Figure 6 illustrates a coordination node;
Figure 7 illustrates a main display;
Figures 8a and 8b illustrate personal displays corre-
sponding to the main display
of Figure 7;
Figure 9 illustrates messages transmitted in the sys-
tem;
Figure 10 illustrates a method of operating the sys-
tem; and
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate other multiple location
interaction system.

Description of Exemplary Embodiments

[0016] It will be appreciated that numerous specific de-
tails are set forth in order to provide an understanding of
the exemplary embodiments described herein. However,
it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art
that the embodiments described herein may be practiced
without these specific details. In some instances, well-
known methods, procedures and components have not
been described in detail so as not to obscure the embod-
iments described herein. Furthermore, this description is
not to be considered as limiting the scope of the embod-
iments described herein in any way, but rather as merely
describing the implementation of several example em-
bodiments.
[0017] The embodiments of the systems and methods
described herein, and their component nodes, devices
and system, may be implemented in hardware or soft-
ware, or a combination of both. However, preferably,
these embodiments are implemented in computer pro-
grams executing on programmable computers each
comprising at least one processor, a data storage system
(including volatile and nonvolatile memory and/or stor-
age elements), at least one input device, and at least one
output device.
[0018] For example and without limitation, the various
programmable computers may be a personal computer,
laptop, tablet, personal data assistant, cellular telephone,
smartphone device, UMPC tablets and wireless hyper-
media device or any other data processing or computing
device. Program code is applied to input data to perform
the functions described herein and generate output in-
formation. The output information is applied to one or
more output devices, in known fashion.
[0019] Each program is preferably implemented in a
high level procedural or object oriented programming
and/or scripting language such as Flash or Java, for ex-
ample, to communicate with a computer system. How-
ever, the programs can be implemented in assembly or
machine language, if desired. In any case, the language
may be a compiled or interpreted language. Each such
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computer program is preferably stored on a non-transi-
tory storage media or a device (e.g. ROM or magnetic
diskette) readable by or accessible to a general or special
purpose programmable computer, for configuring and
operating the computer when the storage media or de-
vice is read by the computer to perform the procedures
described herein. In various embodiments, the computer
program may be stored locally or at a location distant
from the computer in non-transitory storage media. In
some embodiments, the computer program may be
stored on a device accessible through a local area net-
work (LAN) or a wide area network such as the Internet.
The subject system may also be considered to be imple-
mented as a computer-readable storage medium, con-
figured with a computer program, where the storage me-
dium so configured causes a computer to operate in a
specific and predefined manner to perform the functions
described herein.
[0020] Furthermore, the system, processes and meth-
ods of the described embodiments are capable of being
distributed in a computer program product comprising a
computer readable medium that bears computer usable
instructions for one or more processors. The medium
may be provided in various forms, including one or more
diskettes, compact disks, tapes, chips, wireline transmis-
sions, satellite transmissions, internet transmission or
downloadings, magnetic and electronic storage media,
digital and analog signals, network based storage and
the like. The computer useable instructions may also be
in various forms, including compiled and non-compiled
code.
[0021] Reference is first made to Figure 1, which illus-
trates a multiple location interaction system 100. Inter-
action system 100 includes a coordination node 102, a
plurality of public multi-participant interactive nodes 104,
a plurality of private multi-participant interactive nodes
106, and a plurality of individual interactive nodes 108.
Each interactive node 104, 106, 108 in system 100 com-
municates with coordination node 102 through network
110, which may include any type of communication net-
work or network components, such as wide area network
110a such as the Internet, a direct point-to-point connec-
tion 110b, a cellular communications network 110c, a
satellite based communication network 110d, a local area
network or any other type of communication network or
system. In some embodiments, some of the interactive
nodes may communicate directly between themselves
through network 110.
[0022] Reference is next made to Figure 2, which illus-
trates public multi-participant interactive node 104a. A
multi-participant interactive node 104 may also be re-
ferred to as a public node. Public node 104a is located
in a public location or venue 112. Public node 104a in-
cludes a local controller 122, a primary display screen
124 and a plurality of participant devices 126. Local con-
troller 122 is coupled to coordination node 102 directly
or indirectly through network 110. A local network 129 is
available at public location 112. In this embodiment, local

network 129 is a wireless network such as a Wi- Fi net-
work, a Bluetooth network or any other type of commu-
nication network or system.
[0023] Typically, each participant device 126 will be a
portable wireless computing device. Each participant de-
vice 126 includes a secondary display screen 127 and
one or more input devices 128 such as a keypad, key-
board, touchscreen, button, scroll wheel, scroll ball, gy-
roscope, accelerometer, compass, level, orientation sen-
sor or a combination of such devices. Each participant
device 126 is coupled to local controller 122 through local
network 129. The participant devices 126 may be differ-
ent devices, such as various multi-purpose devices such
as smartphones, cell phones or other portable computing
devices, which are typically coupled to the local controller
through wireless communication components of local
network 129.
[0024] In other embodiments, the participant devices
may be wired devices that are physically coupled to the
local controller 122 through wired communication com-
ponents of local network 129. Some participant devices
may be mounted in a fixed position or fastened to a fixed
location in the public location. For example, some par-
ticipant devices may be secured to a seat or table to
prevent theft of the participant devices. Such physically
anchored or tethered participant devices may be coupled
to the local controller through wired or wireless commu-
nication components of local network 129.
[0025] Primary display screen 124 is also coupled to
local controller 122, which controls the display of data on
the primary display screen 124. The primary display
screen 124 is used to present a main display of informa-
tion to all participants and to observers present in the
public location. Local controller 122 is configured to con-
trol the display of information on the primary display
screen 124 and on each of the participant devices 126.
In some embodiments, there may be two or more primary
screen positioned to allow participants and other persons
in the venue to view one or more of the primary screens.
Identical or similar main displays will typically be shown
on all of the primary displays.
[0026] As used herein, the term "coupled" means that
two or more devices are able to communicate such that
data and other information can be transmitted between
them. The coupling may be a physical coupling through
cables, communications networks and devices or other
devices. The coupling may also be a wireless coupling
through a wireless communication protocol or a network.
The coupling may also incorporate both physical and
wireless couplings.
[0027] Public location 112 may be any location in which
a plurality of members of the public may be present and
view the primary display screen 124 such as a movie
theatre, sporting facility, bar, restaurant or any other lo-
cation in which a primary display may be visible to mem-
bers of the public. Local controller 122 may be part of
one or more public nodes 104 at a public location 112.
For example, if the public location is a movie theatre hav-
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ing multiple auditoriums, some or all of the individual au-
ditoriums may have a public node. The movie screen at
the front of the auditorium is used as a primary display
screen and individual movie viewers may use participant
devices to view individual information on a secondary
screen to provide inputs. A public node is provided in
each auditorium. The local controller for the various pub-
lic nodes in the various auditoriums may be shared be-
tween two or more public nodes.
[0028] Reference is next made to Figure 3, which illus-
trates a private multi-participant interactive node 106a,
which may also be referred to as a private node. Private
106a is located in a private location 130, such as a private
home. Private node 106a includes a local controller 132,
a primary display screen 134 coupled to the local con-
troller 132 and a plurality of participant devices 136.
[0029] Local controller 132 is coupled to coordination
node 102 through a local private location network 140,
which, in this embodiment, is a wireless network, and
through an ISP network 142 and network 110. ISP net-
work 142 provides Internet access to devices such as
the local controller 132 located at the private location
130. In other embodiments, the local controller 132 may
be coupled to coordination node 102 through a wired
coupling or through any other means for coupling com-
puting devices.
[0030] Local controller 132 is also coupled to the par-
ticipant devices 136. In a private node 106, the local con-
troller 132 and the participant devices 136 may be de-
signed specifically to interoperate with one another. For
example, the local controller 132 may be a gaming con-
sole and the participant devices may be game controllers
for use with the gaming console. For example, the local
controller may be a Sony Playstation 3™, a Nintendo
Wii™, a Microsoft XBOX 360™ or another such device
or console such as a set-top television or satellite com-
munication box or a computer. In other embodiments,
the controller may be integrated into a display device
such as a television or monitor or into another type of
device capable of communicating with the coordination
node and with the participant devices. For example, in
some embodiments, the local controller may be an Inter-
net television or video service device such as an Apple
TV™ and the participant devices may be devices capable
of communicating with the television or video service de-
vices such as Apple iPhones™, iPods™ or iPads™.
[0031] Each of the gaming consoles or devices is ca-
pable of communicating with and receiving inputs from
participant devices, which may be game controllers, de-
signed for communication with the respective console or
device. Each participant device 136, according to this
embodiment, has a secondary display screen 144 and
one or more input devices 146. In some embodiments,
the participant devices 136 in a particular private node
106 may be essentially identical in construction. That is,
the participant devices may have the same physical
structure and controls, although the local controller 132
is able to independently communicate bi-directionally

with each of the participant devices. In other embodi-
ments, the participant devices may be of different phys-
ical structures, configurations or arrangements.
[0032] Local controller 132 controls the display of a
main display on the primary display screen 134 and of
personal displays on the secondary display screens 144
of the participant devices.
[0033] In some embodiment, the local controller 132
may be a virtual component that resides in a network or
a device that may be coupled to the coordination node
102 and to the participant devices 136. For example, the
local controller 132 may be a virtual component operating
on a computer at the same location as the coordination
node or at another location. In some embodiments a vir-
tual controller may be shared between different interac-
tive nodes that are in different locations.
[0034] Reference is next made to Figures 4 and 5,
which illustrate individual interactive nodes 108a and
108b. An individual interactive node may also be referred
to as an individual node. Typically, each individual node
is a self contained device with a display screen 150 and
one or more input devices 152. In some embodiments,
some individual nodes may be multi-unit devices that are
coupled together and work as an integrated unit having
a display screen 150 and one or more input devices 152.
[0035] Each individual interactive node 108 is config-
ured to operate as both a main display and as a partici-
pant device. In this specification, the term "participant
device" includes an individual interactive node, unless
specified otherwise, or unless dictated otherwise by the
context.
[0036] The display screen 150 of an individual node
108 is used as both a primary display screen and as a
secondary display screen. For some individual nodes or
in some interactive experiences, this may be done by
selecting a portion of the display screen 150 in which to
display a main display (corresponding to the main display
shown on primary display screens at public and private
nodes) and a portion of the display screen 150 in which
to display a private display (corresponding to the sec-
ondary display screens of participant devices used in
public and private nodes). In some individual nodes or
some interactive experiences, this may be done by dis-
playing a main display on the display screen 150 at some
times and a personal display on the display screen 150
at other times. A participant may be able to select be-
tween the main and personal displays. The two tech-
niques may be combined in some individual nodes or
some interactive experiences.
[0037] Individual node 108a has a variety of input de-
vices 152 including a keypad, a control wheel, a control
ball and various other buttons. Individual node 108b has
several input devices 152 including a button and a touch-
screen. Individual node 108b also has an orientation or
tilt sensor that allows a participant to provide inputs by
tilting or rotating the device and accelerometers that allow
a participant to provide inputs by moving the device.
[0038] Each individual node 108 is coupled to the co-
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ordination node 102. In Figure 4, individual node 108a is
a smartphone that has wireless data service provided by
a wireless communication service provider. Individual
node 108a is coupled to a wireless communication net-
work which is coupled to network 110.
[0039] The public nodes 104, private nodes 106 and
individual nodes 108 may be referred to collectively as
interactive nodes. In system 100, each interactive node
is coupled to coordination node 102, although the com-
munication networks and modes through which the in-
teractive nodes are coupled to the coordination node 102
may vary.
[0040] System 100 allows participants using a variety
of participant devices 126, 136, 108 to interactively par-
ticipate in a shared experience. For example, system 100
may be used to allow participants to engage in a shared
gaming, presentation, marketing, training, surveying or
other interactive experience.
[0041] In some embodiments, system 100 is config-
ured as a gaming system. In such configurations, a game
is played by participants in at least two locations. At each
location, each participant can view at least two displays:
a main display that displays shared information and a
personal display that includes information that is personal
to the corresponding participant.
[0042] For example, the game may be a car racing
game. An overhead view of a race track may be shown
on the main display. Each participant controls one car
that moves along the track. The participant can also view
information specific to that participant’s car or perform-
ance in the race on a personal device. For example, a
participant’s personal display may show the participant
car and the track from the perspective of a driver inside
the car. The participant’s display is shown on a participant
device, which also allows the participant to steer the car
and to provide other inputs for the car racing game.
[0043] In some embodiments, system 100 may be con-
figured as a betting or wagering system. The main display
at each interactive node is used to display a video pres-
entation such as a sporting event, a roulette wheel or a
card dealer. Participants may view a variety of betting
options on the personal display on their personal partic-
ipant devices and may make bets on events in the video
presentation. For example, participants may be able to
bet on the outcome of the sporting event or events that
occur during the sporting event (such as the next team
to score, the next penalty, the outcome of the next play,
etc.), the next number to be drawn at the roulette table,
a card or hand to be dealt by the card dealer. Each par-
ticipant is able to independently and privately access in-
formation about possible bets, make such bets, receive
results for such. Individual betting may be reflected in
updates to odds for some bets or to display bets or the
outcomes of bets placed by participants.
[0044] In some embodiments, system 100 may be con-
figured as an educational system or training system. In-
formation may be presented to a group of participants at
several locations. Each participant may view shared in-

formation presented on a main display and may also view
private information on a personal display.
[0045] For example, in a training system, a series of
slides may be presented to all participants on the main
display that is shown to all participants. Some or all of
the participants may also be presented with content spe-
cific to each respective participant on the personal dis-
play such as a series of questions that each participant
must answer. The personal display may allow partici-
pants to view and answer questions at the participants
own pace, or may display different questions to different
participants. The personal display is shown on a partic-
ipant device to each player, who may use input devices
on the participant device to answer questions or other-
wise interactively participate in the training session.
[0046] Reference is next made to Figure 6, which illus-
trates coordination node 102. Coordination node 102 in-
cludes a program database 610, a participant database
612, one or more program control modules 614 and one
or more system access applications 616.
[0047] A plurality of interactive programs are recorded
in the program database 610. The interactive gaming and
educational experiences described above are examples
of experiences that may be provided by the interactive
programs recorded in the program database 610. Each
interactive program includes participant components that
operate at the participant devices 126, 136 and 108 and
may include central or core components that may operate
at the coordination node. In addition, some interactive
programs may include local controller components that
operate at some or all of the local controllers of the public
and private nodes. Each of the participant components,
central components and local controller components are
software objects or components that are executable on
the respective devices on system 100.
[0048] Program control modules 614 operate within
the coordination node 102 to coordinate a shared expe-
rience between participants located at various interactive
nodes. Typically, each program control module 614 is a
software object or component that executes on a proc-
essor within the coordination node. The processor has
access to a non-transitory memory in which the program
database 610, participant database 612 and system ac-
cess applications 616 are recorded. One or more pro-
gram control modules 614 may be active at any time to
manage the operation of one or more interactive experi-
ences.
[0049] System access applications 616 are software
objects or components that are installed and operate on
different participant devices. Each system access appli-
cation allows a participant to use the respective partici-
pant device to view a personal display on a participant
device and to provide inputs using input devices on the
participant device. In some embodiments, different sys-
tem access application may be provided for different par-
ticipant devices or for the use of participant devices in
different interactive nodes. For example, system access
applications that operate on a Blackberry™ smartphone
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may differ from system access applications that operate
on an Apple™ iPhone™ smartphone. Different system
access applications may be provided for use of a partic-
ular smartphone (or other participant device) in different
modes. For example, a different system access applica-
tion may be operated on a participant device when the
participant device is used as part of a public node 104,
as part of a private node 106 or as an individual node
108. In some embodiments, a single system access ap-
plication 616 may include modules and components that
allow the system access application to operate in more
than one mode.
[0050] A system access application 616 for use on an
individual node 108 may include separate local controller
software components that operate the individual node as
a local controller and separate participant software com-
ponents that operate the individual node as a participant
device. The two distinct groups of software components
may operate simultaneously and communicate with one
another in the manner described herein in relation to local
controller and participant devices at other interactive
nodes. In other embodiments, a system access applica-
tion for use at an individual node may include integrated
software components that operate the individual node
such that it communicates with the coordination node as
a local controller and allows a participant to use the de-
vice as a participant device in an integrated manner.
[0051] The system access application 616 at an indi-
vidual node 108 may produce a main display that is dis-
played as an alternative to or in conjunction with a per-
sonal display. The system access application may also
provide control and communication services between the
individual node 108 and the coordination node 102.
[0052] A plurality of participant records are stored in
the participant database 612. In some embodiments,
each participant that participates in an interactive expe-
rience using system 100 may be required to create an
account or profile that is stored in a participant record.
The participant records may include identification and
authentication information; demographic and personal
information about the participant; and program experi-
ence information for recording a participant’s past suc-
cess or progress in one or more programs.
[0053] Identification and authentication information
may be used to allow a participant to securely access
the participant’s record.
[0054] Demographic and personal information may be
used to provide personalized information to a participant.
A participant may receive information on the participant’s
personal display based on the participant’s previous per-
formance in an interactive experience or based on the
demographic or status information about the participant.
For example, in an educational interactive experience
directed to teaching employees about a new company
initiative, various employees in various company and oth-
er locations. At each location, employees view common
information on a main display. Each employee may re-
ceive customized information about the initiative in a per-

sonal display, based on the department in which the em-
ployee works.
[0055] Each program control module 614 manages
one ongoing interactive experience at a time. Interactive
nodes 104, 106 and 108 communicate with a program
control module 614 to participate in the interactive expe-
rience. In other embodiments, a single program control
module may manage more than one simultaneous on-
going interactive experience.
[0056] The operation of system 100 will now be ex-
plained with reference to an example gaming configura-
tion of the system. The particular example is a car racing
game in which individual participants at various public
nodes, private node and individual nodes each control a
virtual car as it moves around a track. Different cars con-
trolled by different participants race around a track and
the first participant to manoeuvre his or her virtual car
around the track is the winner of the race.
[0057] Reference is made to Figure 7. During a multi-
participant interactive experience, each player may view
a main display and a personal display. Each main display
at each public node or private node is shown on the pri-
mary display screen of that node. Figure 7 illustrates an
example main display 710 for the example car racing
game. Main display 710 includes an overhead track dis-
play 712, a plurality of cars 714 positioned along the track
and a participant list 716 identifying the order in which
the participants are placed at any point during or at the
end of a race. The main display may vary from one in-
teractive node to the next. However, each main display
will show at least some common information relating to
the interactive experience in which the participant is en-
gaged. For example, each main display may include the
information shown in Figure 7. Some or all of the main
displays may further include information that is specific
to the venue at which the respective interactive node is
located. For example, if a public interactive node 104 is
located in an auditorium of a movie theater, then the main
display shown on the primary display screen of the node
(typically the movie screen in the auditorium) the main
display in the particular auditorium may include informa-
tion relating to the next movie that will play in the audito-
rium, advertisements for concessions and services avail-
able at the movie theater, instructions for participating in
an upcoming interactive experience and other informa-
tion, in addition to information displayed at other interac-
tive nodes in the system 100.
[0058] For example, in some embodiments, partici-
pants or other persons may be able to participate in a
text chat, video chat or other interaction using system
100. Some components of the interaction may be dis-
played on the main displays shown at the interactive
nodes. For example, text chat or instant messages sent
by participants or other persons may be displayed. In
some embodiments, text chatting or other services may
be provided as a second interactive program contempo-
raneously with a first interactive program and compo-
nents of both programs may be displayed on some or all
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of the main displays in the system. Participants in the
respective interactive programs use their respective par-
ticipant devices to participate in the respective interactive
experiences.
[0059] At the same time, a main display on a private
node 106 (Figure 3) may include information relating to
local controller 132 or the participant devices 136 at the
particular node. For example, the main display, which is
displayed on the primary screen 134 of the private node
106, may include information about the standing of each
participant using the private node in the car racing game.
As another example, if the participant devices are battery
powered, then the strength or status of the batteries in
each participant device may be displayed on the main
screen.
[0060] At each individual node 108 in the system, the
respective participant may also view a main display and
a personal display. At some individual nodes, the partic-
ipant may switch the individual node device 108 between
a primary display mode in which a main display is shown
and a secondary display mode in which a personal dis-
play is shown. At some individual nodes, a composite
display showing both a primary display and a personal
display is shown.
[0061] Reference is next made to Figures 8a and 8b.
Figure 8a illustrates a first personal display 810 for the
example car racing game. Personal display 810 includes
an image of a first participant’s car 812 in the race, from
a viewpoint situated behind the car 812. The first partic-
ipant can also see the track 814 from the same perspec-
tive. The personal display 810 also includes the first par-
ticipant’s position 816 in the race, speed 818 and options
820 the participant may have during the race to acceler-
ate the participant’s car or to obstruct other participant’s
cars.
[0062] Figure 8b shows a different personal display
830 for a second participant in the example car racing
game. Personal display 830 includes an image of the
second participant’s car 832 from an in-car perspective.
Personal display 830 also includes the track 814, the
second participant’s position 836 in the race, speed 838
and options 840 that the second participant has during
the race.
[0063] During a multi-player interactive experience, a
main display is available for viewing by all participants.
The specific main display shown to a particular partici-
pant may depend on the participant’s location. In the case
of a participant using an individual node, the main display
available to the participant may depend on the partici-
pant’s device or on the participant’s preferences. Such
options may be provided by the participant components
of an interactive program. For example, some participant
components may display a main display together with a
personal display on the screen of a participant device.
Other participant devices may provide several configu-
rations of a main display that may be displayed based
on the participant’s preferences. Similarly, local control-
ler components at a private node may provide various

alternative formats for a main display at the private node
or a public node.
[0064] Reference is made to Figure 10, which illus-
trates a method 1000 of operating system 100 to provide
a shared interactive experience for participants at differ-
ent interactive nodes.
[0065] Method 1000 begins in step 1002, in which a
plurality of participants located at two or more locations
are enrolled to participate in an interactive experience.
To enroll, each participant activates a system access ap-
plication 616. Participants located at a public or private
node may be able to access the respective local controller
122 or 132 for the node using a participant device to
download a system access application 616. For example,
at a public node 104, instructions for accessing the re-
spective local controller 122 may be displayed on the
primary screen 124 of the public node. Participants may
use a participant device 126 to access the local controller
122 and then download a system access application suit-
able for operations on the participant device.
[0066] At a private node 106, a system access appli-
cation 616 suitable for use with the participant devices
136 may be pre-installed in the participant devices prior
to their delivery to a retail customer. In some embodi-
ments, a system access application 616 may be down-
loaded to the local controller 132 of the private node 106,
and may then be installed on the participant devices from
the local controller 132.
[0067] At an individual node 108, a system access ap-
plication 616 may be installed on the individual node by
downloading the system access application 616 from an
application store or application service or from a compu-
ter or other device to which the individual node device
may be coupled.
[0068] Each system access application allows a par-
ticipant to communicate with the coordination node 102.
[0069] In a public node 104, the system access appli-
cation 616 communicates with the coordination node 102
through the local controller 122 of the public node 104.
[0070] In this embodiment, in a private node 106, a
participant device may not communicate directly with the
communication node. Instead, the participant device may
communicate only with the local controller 132 of the pri-
vate node, which then communicates with the coordina-
tion node. In some embodiments, a public node 102 may
also have this configuration.
[0071] An individual node 108 is also a participant de-
vice which communicates with coordination node 102 di-
rectly (although typically through various communication
network elements).
[0072] The coordination node 102 maintains a list of
currently available interactive experiences during oper-
ation of the system 100. Some interactive experiences
may be available to all participants, while others are avail-
able to participants located only at certain interactive
nodes or certain types of interactive nodes. For example,
some interactive experiences may be designed to last a
relatively long time, exceeding the short period of time
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that participant in a movie theatre may be waiting before
the start of a movie. Such interactive experiences may
not be available to participants accessing system 100
from a public node such as a movie theatre. Other par-
ticipants at public nodes where patrons tend to participate
in a shared experience for a longer period, such as par-
ticipants accessing system 100 from a bar or other social
establishment may be permitted to participate in such an
interactive experience. At some interactive nodes, all par-
ticipants may be required to participate in the same in-
teractive experience. For example, at a public or private
node that has only a single primary display that is used
to show a main display for a single interactive experience,
then all participants must participate in that interactive
experience. In some embodiments a primary display may
be used to show a main display for two different interac-
tive experiences on different parts of the primary screen.
[0073] Each participant activates the respective sys-
tem access application on the participant’s device 126,
136 or 108. The system access application obtains a list
of currently available interactive experiences from the
coordination node 102, based on the interactive node
from which the player has accessed the system 100. The
list of available interactive experiences available to the
participant is displayed on the participant’s device and
the participant selects one of the experiences, thereby
enrolling to participate in the selected interactive experi-
ence.
[0074] In other embodiments, participants may select
an interactive experience directly under the control of
their respective local controllers. Interactive experiences
available at each interactive node may be recorded (in
real time or in advance) in the respective local controller.
Participant devices communicate with the local controller
to present a list of interactive experiences available to a
participant, who may then choose from the list.
[0075] Method 1000 proceeds to step 1004, in which
any participant components required for the interactive
experience are installed on the enrolled participant’s de-
vice. If the participant’s device has not previously been
used for the interactive experience, then any participant
components necessary for the participant’s device to pro-
vide the interactive experience are transmitted and in-
stalled on the participant’s device. If the participant com-
ponents have previously been installed on the device,
then outdated components may be updated with current
participant components. The particular participant com-
ponents installed on a particular participant device may
be dependent on the features of the participant device,
the particular interactive experience for which the partic-
ipant has enrolled or both. For example, if a participant
device has a touchscreen, an orientation sensor, an ac-
celerometer or other input device, then the participant
components installed on the participant device may be
designed to allow a participant to use such input devices.
The participant components may be transmitted from the
coordination node, a local controller or from an asset
server coupled to the interaction system.

[0076] Method 1000 then proceeds to step 1006, in
which the local controller for the interactive node at which
an enrolled player will participate in an interactive expe-
rience is updated, if necessary. Some interactive pro-
grams may include local controller components that op-
erate on the local controllers at the interactive nodes 104,
106 and 108. Typically, although not necessarily, such
local controller components may differ depending on the
specific type of interactive node in which they will operate.
For example, local controller components for a local con-
troller 122 in a public node 104 may be configured differ-
ently than local controller components for a local control-
ler 132 such as a gaming console in a private node 106.
Similarly, local controller components for an individual
node 108 may act as both a local controller and as a
participant device and are typically configured for the
specific type of participant device on which they will be
used.
[0077] If the local controller components have not pre-
viously been installed on the respective local controller
of the interactive node from which the newly enrolled par-
ticipant has accessed the system 100, then the local con-
troller components are installed. If the local controller
components have previously been installed, they may be
updated to reflect any changes in the local controller com-
ponents.
[0078] The local controller components for different in-
teractive programs may vary depending on the nature of
the interactive program. For example, in the car racing
game described above, the local controller components
may include information about the virtual tracks and vir-
tual cars in the game. For example, the program compo-
nents for the racing game may include various core com-
ponents relating to the control, display and interaction of
vehicles that may be used by a participant in a race. Spe-
cific details of each vehicle including specific character-
istics that may be used by the core components to de-
termine how the specific vehicle is controlled, displayed
and how it interacts with other vehicles and other ele-
ments of the car racing program. If a new vehicle is added
to the program, then local controller components relating
to the new vehicle may be uploaded to the local controller
in this step. The core components use the new vehicle
specific components to display and otherwise use the
new vehicle in an interactive car racing interactive expe-
rience. The local controller components may also include
rules of the game and details of information message
that will be exchanges between the coordination node,
the local controller and the participant devices. In the
case of an educational or survey interactive experience,
the local controller components may include questions,
slides or other information to be displayed on the main
display of the interactive node or to be transmitted to and
displayed on the participant devices at a local node.
[0079] Steps 1004 and 1006 allow program compo-
nents for an interactive program to be updated at the
local controller and participant devices. These steps are
optional and may not be performed in some embodi-
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ments. For example, in some embodiments, a participant
device may be updated independently of method 1000
in which a participant is able to participate in an interactive
experience. Similarly, in some embodiments, local con-
trollers may be updated during periodic updates (such
as nightly or weekly updates) to add new components.
In other embodiments, a limited number of interactive
program components may be transmitted to a participant
device during method 1000. For example, if a particular
interactive program requires a graphic, computation or
other asset or component, the asset may be transmitted
to and installed on a participant device.
[0080] Different interactive experiences may permit or
require a different number of participants to be enrolled.
When an appropriate number of participants have en-
rolled in an interactive experience, method 1000 then
proceeds to step 1008, in which the interactive experi-
ence is provided to the enrolled participants.
[0081] Reference is made to Figure 9, which illustrates
a number of messages used in system 100 to provide an
interactive experience. During an interactive experience,
a program control module 614 operating within coordi-
nation node 602 manages the interactive experience.
Program control module 614 ensures that the shared in-
teractive experience delivered to players at different
nodes (and to different players at the same node) is syn-
chronized such that inputs from each participant are ap-
propriately displayed on all main displays, when such
display is needed, and are taken into account into the
delivery of the shared experience to other participants.
Depending on the interactive experience, it may be de-
sirable to have the results of inputs from some or all of
the participants contemporaneously displayed on the
main displays. For example, in a car racing interactive
experience, vehicle control inputs, such as acceleration,
braking and steering inputs from each player may be
shown on the main displays as they are received. In a
different interactive experience in which players make
decisions in secret from one another, some or all of a
player’s input may not be reflected on the main screen
until an appropriate time in the experience, or perhaps
not at all.
[0082] The program control module 614 transmits pro-
gram update messages 902 to each of the interactive
nodes 104, 106 and 108 at which a participant in the
shared experience is enrolled. The program update mes-
sages 902 may include a variety of messages including:

- Main display control messages, which instruct the
local controller 122, 132, 108 to update the main dis-
play of the interactive experience on the primary dis-
play 124, 134, 150 of the interactive node.

- Interactive experience control messages, which in-
dicate to the local controller or the participant devices
or both when a change occurs in the interactive ex-
perience. For example, the control message may in-
dicate when an interactive experience starts, stop or
transitions from one mode to another. For example,

interactive experience control messages may in-
clude the state of an interactive experience allowing
the state of an experience to be shared and synchro-
nized between interactive nodes. The local controller
may update the main display of the interactive ex-
perience in the particular interactive node, transmit
corresponding control messages to participant de-
vices or respond otherwise to a control message.

- Participant device messages, which the local con-
troller re-directs in a modified or unmodified form to
a specified participant device.

[0083] The program control module 614 also receives
participant input messages 904 from the participant de-
vices 126, 136 and 108. The participant input messages
are generated based on inputs entered by a participant
using input devices at the participant’s device.
[0084] The participant components provide an inter-
face for the participant to participate in the interactive
experience. Depending on the interactive experience,
the participant components may permit a participant to
change the personal display shown on the secondary
screen of the participant’s device or to change input con-
trols to those preferred by a participant.
[0085] For example, in the car racing game example,
the participant components may provide various display
perspectives or views from within, behind or ahead of the
participant’s car in the race. The participant may also be
able to see forward ahead of or backwards behind the
participant’s car. Other views may include an overhead
view of the participant’s car. Such inputs may be proc-
essed entirely by the participant components, which may
be configured to generate and provide various personal
displays on the participant’s devices secondary display.
[0086] Other participant inputs may affect the shared
interactive experience for other players. For example,
some participant inputs may relate to the direction (i.e. a
steering input) or speed (i.e. an accelerator input or a
braking input). Such inputs affect the position of partici-
pant’s car in the race. The participant components may
process such inputs to modify the personal display on
the participant’s device. For example, the speed of the
virtual car may be updated on the personal display by
the participant components. Such inputs, or a variant of
such inputs, are transmitted in participant input messag-
es 904 to the local controller 122 or 132. The local con-
troller may also process the participant inputs. For ex-
ample, the local controller may modify the main display
shown on the primary display at the interactive node. The
local controller then transmits the participant input mes-
sage 904 (or a copy or variant) of it to the corresponding
program control module 614 in the coordination node
102.
[0087] At the coordination node, the program control
module 614 receives the participant input message 904,
determines the effect of the participant input on the
shared interactive experience and takes one or more re-
sponsive actions. Such actions may include updating a
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player profile of the participant from whose participant
device the participant input message originated, updat-
ing interactive experience information recorded by the
program control module to record the state of the inter-
active experience or generating one or more program
update messages 902 that are then sent to local control-
lers, or a combination of these actions. If the participant
input message 904 is not relevant to the interactive ex-
perience (for example, where the message is received
after the interactive experience has terminated), program
control module may discard the participant input mes-
sage 904.
[0088] The program control module may process and
react to a program update message 902 from a partici-
pant device in various manners, including: - If the partic-
ipant input affects the main display of the interactive ex-
perience at various interactive nodes, the program con-
trol module 614 determines the modification required to
the main display and transmits a main display control
message to the local controller at each interactive node
identifying the modification. In various embodiments, the
main display control message may identify all of the con-
tent of the main display, may identify only components
that are to be changed in the main display, or may provide
information that allows the local controller at the respec-
tive interactive nodes to generate a main display. - If the
participant input affects another participant’s interactive
experience, the program control module 614 transmits a
participant device message to the local controller of the
interactive node at which the other participant is access-
ing system 100. The local controller passes the partici-
pant device message to the appropriate participant de-
vice. The participant device message may provide vari-
ous types of information to a participant device:

- Personal display information that is used by the par-
ticipant components of the interactive program to
render the personal display on the secondary display
of the participant’s device. Such information may in-
clude details of other participant’s participation in the
interactive experience. In the car racing example,
this may information may include the position, veloc-
ity and acceleration of other participant’s cars in the
car race, allowing the participant components on the
participant’s device to render a personal display tak-
ing such information into account.

- Participant option information, which identifies op-
tions that be available to a participant. For example,
in the car racing or other gaming interactive experi-
ence, if a player completes a milestone in an inter-
active experience, the player may become entitled
to access now options or features in the interactive
experience.

[0089] An interactive experience is provided to partic-
ipants primarily in step 1008. Typically, an interactive pro-
gram ends if certain end-of-experience conditions are
met. For example, in a gaming interactive experience,

the game may end if a participant or team of participants
wins the game, if a selected time period expires or if an-
other end10 of-experience condition is met. In the case
of a survey, educational or other interactive experience
in which different participants are viewing a common
main screen and independently answering questions or
concurrently on a personal display, the experience may
end when the participants have answered all of the ques-
tions, at the end of a program displayed on the main
screen, after a selected time period, when a selected
percentage or number of participants have completed a
selected percentage or number of questions or other ac-
tivities. In the case of a betting interactive experience in
which the participants are viewing a video program on
the common main display and concurrently placing bets
based on events shown in the video program, the inter-
active experience may end when the video program
ends.
[0090] When the end-of-experience conditions are
met, method 1000 proceeds to step 1010. In step 1010,
program control module 614 transmits a program update
message to all local controllers and to each individual
node indicating that the interactive experience is ended.
The local controllers transmit a corresponding program
update message to each participant device at each public
and private node.
[0091] The local controller may update the main dis-
play to reflect an outcome of the interactive experience.
For example, the main display may be updated to identify
the winner of a gaming interactive experience, to display
a summary of an interactive experience or simply to in-
dicate that the interactive experience has ended.
[0092] Similarly, participant components of the inter-
active program may display the outcome of an interactive
experience for the participant, such as a message indi-
cating the end of an interactive experience on the per-
sonal display shown on a secondary display screen of a
participant device.
[0093] During step 1010, some interactive experience
control messages may be transmitted only within an in-
teractive node. For example, if an interactive experience
control message indicates a change in the state of a
game that is relevant only to one participant or only to
participants at the interactive node from which the mes-
sage originates, it may not be transmitted by the local
controller of that node to the coordination node. In some
embodiments, a local controller may transmit only infor-
mation that is relevant to the coordination node or to par-
ticipants at other interactive nodes in an interactive ex-
perience control message.
[0094] In some embodiments, the local controllers or
the coordination node or both may modify interactive pro-
gram control message such that only information that is
relevant to participants at an interactive node is sent to
that node. This may reduce the number and size of in-
teractive program control messages, allowing an inter-
active experience to by synchronized more quickly or with
the use of less communication bandwidth or both.
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[0095] Method 1000 then ends.
[0096] Optionally, method 1000 may be performed re-
petitively, allowing the interactive experience to be re-
peated.
[0097] Method 1000 provides an interactive experi-
ence to a plurality of participants located in disparate lo-
cations. Each participant shares the same interactive ex-
perience and view common information on a main dis-
play. Simultaneously, each participant has a personal
display shown on the participant’s personal device that
provides a rich graphical experience that is personal to
the individual participant.
[0098] Some interactive experiences may permit par-
ticipants to join or leave an interactive experience while
the experience is ongoing. For example, in some betting
interactive experiences, such as some poker experienc-
es, participants may be able to join and leave the inter-
active experience individually, with the interactive expe-
rience continuing before and after a particular participant
participates in the interactive experience.
[0099] In an interactive experience in which a partici-
pant may join after the interactive experience has started,
a participant may complete steps 1002 and 1004 inde-
pendently. Step 1006 may not be required in such a sit-
uation, particularly if the local controller used by the newly
enrolled participant is also in use by other participants.
[0100] In an interactive experience in which a partici-
pant may leave or be removed from before the interactive
ends for other players, a departing participant may move
to step 1010 while other participants continue in the in-
teractive experience in step 1008.
[0101] In some interactive experiences, a participant
device may not require updates in step 1008. For exam-
ple, in some interactive experiences, all components re-
quired for a participant to participate in the experience
may be delivered in step 1004 and it may not be neces-
sary to transmit update messages to the participant de-
vices during step 1008. In such experiences, update
messages are transmitted to the coordination node
based on inputs from participants. The coordination node
then transmits corresponding update messages to the
interactive nodes allowing the local controllers to update
the respective main displays.
[0102] Reference is made to Figure 1. Various embod-
iments may deliver an interactive experience to partici-
pants at specific types of interactive nodes.
[0103] In some embodiments, each interactive node
may be a public node 104. In other embodiments, each
interactive node may be a private node 106. In other em-
bodiments, different combinations of public, private and
individual nodes may be permitted.
[0104] Reference is made to Figure 11, which illus-
trates another multiple location interaction system 1100.
Figure 11 illustrates system 1100 from a software archi-
tecture perspective. The various nodes and devices of
system 1100 are similar in structure and operation to the
corresponding nodes and devices of system 100 and cor-
responding nodes, device and components are identified

by similar reference numbers.
[0105] System 1100 includes a coordination node
1102, one or more public nodes 1104 (only one of which
is illustrated), one or more private nodes 1106 (only one
of which is illustrated) and one or more individual nodes
1108 (only one of which is illustrated).
[0106] System 1100 includes a coordination frame-
work that includes central coordination components
1150, local coordination components 1154 and partici-
pant coordination components 1156.
[0107] The interactive programs stored in the coordi-
nation node 1102 include central components 1162, local
controller components 1164 and participant components
1166.
[0108] When system 1100 is used to provide an inter-
active experience using a particular interactive program,
the components of system 100 operate as follows.
[0109] At the coordination node 1102, the central com-
ponents operate with a program control module 1114.
The program control module 1114 operates with the cen-
tral coordination components 1150. The central compo-
nents of the interactive program provide functions and
services that are specific to the interactive experience or
to the interactive program. The program control module
manages the coordination of the interactive experience
for all participants in the interactive experience at the
various participant nodes, including management of the
main display at each interactive node, the personal dis-
play at each participant device and the processing of par-
ticipant inputs received from each participant device. The
central coordination components may provide commu-
nication and other services to the program control module
1114 and the central coordination components 1150. In
some embodiments, the program control module 1114
may be combined with the central coordination compo-
nents 1150 such that an integrated program control mod-
ule provides the functions of both a program control mod-
ule and the central coordination components.
[0110] At each local controller 1122, 1132, local con-
troller components 1164 operate with the local coordina-
tion components 1154. The local controller components
1164 provide services and functions that are specific to
the interactive experience or the interactive program. The
local coordination components 1154 may provide com-
munication and other services. The local coordination
components also manage the main display shown on the
primary screen in a public or private node.
[0111] At each participant device 1126 or 1136, par-
ticipant components 1166 operate with participant coor-
dination components 1156. The participant components
1166 provide services or functions that are specific to the
interactive experience or interactive program. The par-
ticipant coordination components 1156 may provide
communication and other services to the participant com-
ponents 1166.
[0112] Typically, the coordination framework provides
coordination services that are common to a plurality of
interactive programs. In such embodiments, the interac-
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tive programs may rely on the coordination framework
for coordination services, allowing developers of the in-
teractive programs to limit interactive programs and their
respective components to software, data and other con-
tent that is specific to the interactive experience provided
by the interactive program. Coordination services that
are required by a plurality of interactive programs are
provided by the coordination framework. This may re-
duce the size of the local and participant components
that must be installed respectively on local controller and
participant devices before an interactive experience can
be provided. It may also serve to make interactive expe-
riences more uniform, allowing participants to more eas-
ily participate in new interactive experiences using pre-
viously acquired knowledge and skills.
[0113] A coordination framework may provide various
services.
[0114] In some embodiments, the coordination frame-
work may provide internode communication services.
For example, coordination components 1150, 1154 and
1156 may provide a message or data passing service
that allow interactive program components 1162, 1164
and 1166 to communicate with one another. The coordi-
nation components communicate with one another. The
interactive program components communicate with the
respective coordination components installed at the
same nodes, and communicate indirectly with one an-
other through the coordination components.
[0115] In some embodiments, the coordination frame-
work may provide participant account services. For ex-
ample, the central coordination components may inter-
face with a participant database stored in the coordina-
tion node. The central coordination components may pro-
vide details from a participant’s account to an interactive
application, either directly to a central component or
through other coordination framework components to a
local controller component or to a participant device com-
ponent of an interactive program. The interactive pro-
gram component may information from the participant’s
account to personalize or modify the participant’s expe-
rience. In addition, the interactive application may pro-
vide updated information for a participant’s account to
the central coordination component to be stored in the
participant’s account. Such updated account information
may be recorded in the participant database.
[0116] The coordination framework may also provide
account creation services. Participant coordination com-
ponents installed on the participant devices may include
an account creation function. When a participant access-
es system 1100 using either a system access application
or a participant component of an interactive application,
the participant may wish to create an account. The par-
ticipant coordination components may include an ac-
count creation module that collects the information re-
quired for a participant account, and then forward such
information to central coordination components. The
central coordination components may then create a new
account for the participant in the participant database.

[0117] In some embodiments, the coordination frame-
work may provide device interface services. For exam-
ple, participant coordination components may interface
with input devices built into or attached to a participant
device. The participant coordination components may
convert various types of inputs received from various
types of input devices into a consistent set of inputs that
are then provided to the participant components, local
controller components and central components of an in-
teractive application. This allows the same or similar par-
ticipant components to be installed on participant devices
regardless of their different input devices. Other differ-
ences in the participant devices may still require different
participant components to be installed on different par-
ticipant devices.
[0118] In some embodiments, the coordination frame-
work may provide content delivery services that allow
content for an interactive experience to be pushed from
the coordination node to local controllers and participant
devices at interactive nodes. For example, an interactive
program may use the coordination framework to push
media components for an interactive experience to the
interactive nodes at the start of or during an interactive
experience.
[0119] In some embodiments, the coordination frame-
work may provide participant interaction services. For
example, the coordination framework may provide video
chat, voice chat, multimedia messaging, social media in-
terfaces (such as an interface to automatically transmit
information to or using Facebook™ or Twitter™).
[0120] In some embodiments, the coordination frame-
work may provide a reward system. For example, the
coordination framework or an interactive application may
reward participants for participating or succeeding in var-
ious interactive experiences. A participant’s interactive
experience may be varied based on the rewards earned
by the participant. Typically, the participant’s earned re-
wards will be recorded in the participant’s account record
in the coordination node. The participant’s reward status
may be provided to an interactive application as de-
scribed above in relation to account services.
[0121] In some embodiments, the reward system may
provide coupons, incentives or other information to par-
ticipants. In some embodiments, participant preferences
may be recorded with a player’s account. A participant’s
preferences may be used to provide a more customized
experience to the participant, including the provision in-
game and other advertising, coupons and other informa-
tion.
[0122] In some embodiments, the coordination frame-
work may provide graphical and physics processing serv-
ices. For example, the coordination may provide mathe-
matical algorithms and routines that calculate outcomes
for events such as collisions, scene management, graph-
ic layering and other processing intensive activities, elim-
inating the need for the components of an interactive pro-
gram to include such algorithms and components. Like
other services provided by the coordination framework,
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components of the interactive applications may invoke
such services, reducing the need to include such services
in the interactive application components.
[0123] In some embodiments, the coordination frame-
work may provide positioning services. For example, the
participant coordination components in a coordination
framework may use positioning devices such as global
position system sensors, Wi-Fi (802.11) antennas and
other devices built into a participant device to estimate
the location of a participant device. The position may be
provided to an interactive program to allow a participant’s
experience to be customized based on the player’s loca-
tion.
[0124] In some embodiment various participants may
be organized into teams. For example, in the car racing
example, participants may be organized into a first team
and a second team such that one team wins if a specified
condition is met. The program control module in such
embodiments tracks the membership of participants in
each team. The personal displays shown to members of
each team may include information that is relevant to the
entire team. In this way, the participants on one team are
able to share information that is not provided to the other
team. In some embodiments, all participants at a partic-
ular node may be on the same team. In such embodi-
ments, the main display shown at the node may include
information to be shown to the team.
[0125] In systems 100 and 1100, three types of inter-
active nodes are described: public nodes, private nodes
and individual nodes. In some embodiments, only public
nodes may be provided. In other embodiments, only pri-
vate nodes may be provided. In other embodiments, only
public and private nodes may be provided. In other em-
bodiments, only individual nodes may be provided. In
some embodiments, only public and individual nodes
may be provided. In some embodiments, only private and
individual nodes may be provided. In each case, a par-
ticipant at any node is able to see a main display that
contains information that is also shown on other main
display and a personal display that contains information
specific to that participant.
[0126] Reference is next made to Figure 12, which il-
lustrates another multiple location interaction system
1200. Various elements of system 1200 are similar to
elements of system 100 and 1100. Corresponding ele-
ments are identified by similar reference numerals.
[0127] System 1200 includes a coordination node
1202, one or more public nodes 1204 (only one of which
is illustrated), one or more private nodes 1206 (only one
of which is illustrated) and one or more individual nodes
1208 (only one of which is illustrated).
[0128] Public node 1204a does not include a local con-
troller. Coordination node 1202 includes an interactive
node controller module 1222. Interactive node controller
module 1222 includes interactive node control compo-
nents 1264. Interactive node control components com-
municate with a primary display screen 1234a at public
node 1204a and also with one or more participant devices

1226. The interactive node control components 1264 pro-
vide the functions described above in relation to the local
controllers of public nodes 104 and 1104 for public node
1104.
[0129] Similarly, private node 1206a does not have a
local controller. Instead the interactive node control com-
ponents in the interactive node control module 1264 pro-
vide the functions of a local controller of private nodes
106 and 1106.
[0130] Individual node 1208a also does not have local
controller components. Instead the interactive node con-
trol components 1264 in the interactive node control mod-
ule 1122 provide the functions of a local controller of in-
dividual nodes 108 and 1108.
[0131] In system 1200, the interactive node control
components 1264 in the coordination node 1202 operate
as a virtual local controller for some or all of the interactive
nodes in the system. For interactive nodes that utilize the
interactive node control components 1264, the interac-
tive node control components control a main display at
each interactive node and communicates with and con-
trol each participant device at the interactive node.
[0132] In some embodiments, the interactive node
control module 1122 may be integrated with other com-
ponents in the coordination node. For example, interac-
tive node control module 1122 may be integrated with a
program control module 1214. In an embodiment that
includes a coordination framework, the interactive node
control module 1122 may be integrated, alternatively or
additionally, be integrated with the central coordination
components. In such embodiments, control of the main
display
[0133] In various embodiments, the interactive node
control module 1222 may operate in the same or a dif-
ferent location or the same or a different computing de-
vice than the coordination node. For example, in some
embodiments, the interactive node control module may
operate at a node within network 1210 and may commu-
nicate with the coordination node and with interactive
nodes through the network. Some embodiments may in-
clude more than one interactive node control module with
each interactive node control module controlling the op-
eration of one or more interactive nodes.
[0134] The present invention has been described here
by way of example only. Various modification and varia-
tions may be made to these exemplary embodiments
without departing from the spirit and scope of the inven-
tion.

Preferred features of the invention

[0135]

1. A multiple location interaction system comprising:

- a coordination node;
- a plurality of interactive nodes; and
- a network coupling the coordination node to
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each of the interactive nodes.

2. The system of clause 1 wherein at least some of
the interactive nodes are public nodes and wherein
at least one of the public nodes includes:

- a primary display screen for displaying a main
display;

- a public node local controller configured to be
coupled to one or more participant devices, each
participant device including a secondary display
screen for displaying a personal display;

3. The system of clause 2 wherein at least two public
nodes share a public node local controller.

4. The system of clause 2 or 3 wherein a plurality of
interactive nodes are provided at a location and
wherein some of the interactive nodes provided at
the location share a public node local controller.

5. The system of any one of clauses 1 to 4 wherein
at least some of the interactive nodes are private
nodes and wherein at least one of the private nodes
includes;

- a private node local controller configured to be
coupled to one or more participant devices, each
participant device including a secondary display
screen for displaying a personal display; and

- a primary display screen coupled to the private
node local controller and configured to display
a main display.

6. The system of clause 5 wherein the private node
local controller of at least one of the private nodes
is a gaming system console configured to operate
as a private node local controller.

7. The system of any one of clauses 1 to 6 wherein
the local controller for at least some of the interactive
nodes is a virtual component.

8. The system of clause 7 wherein the local controller
is a virtual component shared between multiple in-
teractive nodes.

9. The system of any one of clauses 1 to 8 wherein
at least one of the interactive nodes is an individual
interactive node having display screen for displaying
a main display and a personal display.

10. The system of clause 9 wherein the main display
and person display are displayed simultaneously on
the display screen of the individual interactive node.

11. The system of clause 9 wherein the main display
and person display are displayed alternatively on the

display screen of the individual interactive node.

12. The system of any one of clauses 1 to 11 wherein
in the coordination node includes a program data-
base for recording one or more interactive programs.

13. The system of clause 12 wherein at least some
of the interactive programs recorded in the program
database includes one or more central components
and one or more participant components.

14. The system of clause 12 or 13 wherein at least
some of the interactive programs further include local
controller components.

15. The system of any one of clauses 1 to 14 wherein
the coordination node includes one or more program
control modules.

16. The system of any one of clauses 1 to 15 wherein
the coordination node includes one or more system
access applications.

17. The system of any one of clauses 1 to 16 wherein
in the coordination node includes a participant data-
base for recording participant records containing in-
formation about one or more participants.

18. The system of any one of clauses 1 to 17 further
including a coordination framework.

19. The system of clause 18 wherein the coordina-
tion framework includes central coordination com-
ponents and local coordination components.

20. A method of providing an interactive experience
to two or more participants located at one or more
interactive nodes, the method including:

- providing a program control module to manage
the interactive experience;

- providing an interactive program including par-
ticipant components and central components;

- providing at least some of the participant com-
ponents to a plurality of participant devices,
wherein each participant device is used by one
of the participants to participate in the interactive
experience;

- providing at least one main display at each in-
teractive node such that at least one main dis-
play is visible to each participant;

- providing a personal display on each of the par-
ticipant devices.

21. The method of clause 20 further including pro-
viding an interactive experience for at least one of
the participants based on demographic information
recorded in the participant’s participant record.
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22. The method of clause 20 or 21 further including
providing an interactive experience for each of the
participants based on demographic information re-
corded in the participant’s participant record.

23. The method of any one of clauses 20 to 22 where-
in at least one of the interactive nodes is an individual
interactive node having display screen for displaying
a main display and a personal display.

24. The system of clause 23 wherein the main display
and person display are displayed simultaneously on
the display screen of the individual interactive node.

25. The system of clause 23 wherein the main display
and person display are displayed alternatively on the
display screen of the individual interactive node.

26. The method of any one of clauses 20 to 25 further
including coordinating the interactive experience by
transmitting program update messages between in-
teractive nodes and the coordination node.

27. The method of any one of clauses 20 to 25 further
including coordinating the interactive experience in
response to inputs from some or all of the partici-
pants.

Claims

1. A method of providing a shared interactive experi-
ence to participants located at a plurality of interac-
tive nodes (1204, 1206, 1208) by a coordination
node (1202), each interactive node being located at
a venue in different locations, the method compris-
ing:

- storing interactive node control components
(1264) at the coordination node (1202) to man-
age the shared interactive experience, the co-
ordination node being coupled to the plurality of
interactive nodes via a network (1210);
- providing, for each of at least two interactive
nodes, a main display (710) at a primary display
screen (1224, 1234), and controlling the corre-
sponding main displays to provide at least some
common information relating to the shared in-
teractive experience;
- providing, for each of the at least two interactive
nodes, a personal display (810, 830) on a sec-
ondary display screen (1227, 1244, 1250) of a
corresponding participant device (1208, 1226,
1236), wherein each participant device is used
by a corresponding participant to participate in
the shared interactive experience, and wherein
each primary display screen is visible to each
participant located at that interactive node;

- receiving, by the coordination node, participant
input from a first participant device during the
shared interactive experience; and
- if the participant input affects another partici-
pant’s interactive experience, transmitting a par-
ticipant device message to the other partici-
pant’s device to provide personal display infor-
mation, to render a personal display on the sec-
ondary display of the other participant’s device,
which includes details of the first participant’s
participation in the interactive experience.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the
at least two interactive nodes is a public node (104,
1104) located at a public location.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the
at least two interactive nodes is a private node (106,
1106) located at a private location.

4. The method of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the
interactive node control components are configured
to provide the corresponding customized personal
display based on pre-identified preference of the cor-
responding participant.

5. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the
interactive node control components are configured
to provide the corresponding customized personal
display based on previous performance of the cor-
responding participant.

6. The method of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein in
response to receiving the participant input from at
least one participant device during the shared inter-
active experience, the method comprises transmit-
ting, by the interactive node control components, a
main display control message to corresponding pri-
mary display screens at each of the at least two in-
teractive nodes to update the corresponding main
displays.

7. The method of any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the
coordination node comprises a program database
(610) for recording one or more interactive programs
to be provided for the shared interactive experience.

8. The method of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the
coordination node comprises one or more program
control modules (614) to coordinate the shared in-
teractive experience between the participant devices
located at the at least two interactive nodes.

9. The method of any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the
coordination node comprises one or more system
access applications (616) configured to enable each
participant device to provide the corresponding per-
sonal display.
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10. The method of claim 9, wherein the one or more sys-
tem access applications configure the personal dis-
play based on type of the corresponding participant
device.

11. A multiple location interaction system (1200) for pro-
viding a shared interactive experience to participants
located at a plurality of interactive nodes (1204,
1206, 1208), the multiple location interaction system
comprising:

- a coordination node (1202) comprising inter-
active node control components (1264) to man-
age the shared interactive experience;
- the plurality of interactive nodes, each interac-
tive node being located at a venue in different
locations; and
- a network (1210) coupling the coordination
node to the plurality of interactive nodes,

wherein, the coordination node is configured to:

- provide, for each of at least two interactive
nodes, a main display (710) at a primary display
screen (1224, 1234), and control the corre-
sponding main displays to provide at least some
common information relating to the shared in-
teractive experience;
- provide, for each of the at least two interactive
nodes, a personal display (810, 830) on a sec-
ondary display screen (1227, 1244, 1250) of a
corresponding participant device (1208, 1226,
1236), wherein each participant device is used
by a corresponding participant to participate in
the shared interactive experience, and wherein
each primary display screen is visible to each
participant located at that interactive node;
- receive, participant input from a first participant
device during the shared interactive experience;
and
- if the participant input affects another partici-
pant’s interactive experience, transmit a partic-
ipant device message to the other participant’s
device to provide personal display information,
to render a personal display on the secondary
display of the other participant’s device, which
includes details of the first participant’s partici-
pation in the interactive experience.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein at least one of the
at least two interactive nodes is a public node (104,
1104) located at a public location.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein at least one of the
at least two interactive nodes is a private node (106,
1106) located at a private location.

14. The system of any one of claims 11 to 13, wherein

the coordination node is configured to provide the
corresponding customized personal display based
on pre-identified preference of the corresponding
participant.

15. The system of any one of claims 11 to 14, wherein
the coordination node is configured to provide the
corresponding customized personal display based
on previous performance of the corresponding par-
ticipant.
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